ASX Announcement

Pure Hydrogen and CAC-H2 to establish 3
Hydrogen Plants on the East Coast of Australia
➢ Term sheet signed with CAC-H2 to build Waste to Hydrogen plants in Brisbane,
Sydney, and Melbourne
➢ First plant planned to be online 2022 producing high purity green hydrogen suitable
for fuel cell vehicles & mobility
➢ H2X Global and Pure X mobility to supply vehicles to commercial customers; vehicles
that only produce water as its emission expected to be available for sale from
mid2022
➢ Pure Hydrogen currently working with commercial users to supply back-to-base
hydrogen fuelling; off-take agreements and vehicle supply contracts pending
➢ Pure Hydrogen is also pursuing other channels to build out a multi-faceted hydrogen
fuel supply chain
Sydney: 9 November 2021, Australian East Coast Clean Energy Company Pure Hydrogen Corporation Limited (ASX:
PH2 or ‘Pure Hydrogen’) is pleased to announce that it has signed a Term Sheet with CAC-H2 to build three waste
to Hydrogen Plants on the east coast of Australia.
The first plant will be built north of Brisbane and expected to be operational in late 2022 with Melbourne and
Sydney to follow. CAC-H2 will fund, build, and operate the plant and Pure Hydrogen will fund storage and load
out.
The 3 planned sites are expected to bring new jobs and opportunities to the rapidly growing clean energy and
renewables sector, whilst supporting Australia’s critical path to decarbonisation and achieving its climate goals.
Managing Director Scott Brown commented: “We are very excited to be partnering with CAC-H2 and
establishing facilities to service the East Coast of Australia supplying hydrogen fuel. We are pulling all facets of
the supply chain together to deliver a complete solution for commercial and industrial users. We will continue to
develop our existing projects and the partnership with CAC-H2 which will allow us to bring forward hydrogen
supply coverage to the east coast more rapidly. We will provide details on the first site including the proven
waste to green hydrogen production process very soon.“
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CAC-H2 Director Arman Massoumi
“We are absolutely thrilled and looking forward to starting what will be the ‘greenest’ hydrogen
project to date. This project will reduce considerable amounts of carbon for the mobility sector which
will put Pure Hydrogen in the forefront of the industry.”
CAC-H2 Group CEO Glenn Davies added: “Coming together with one of Australia’s first-movers in the
hydrogen fuel sector not only provides us with a solid foundation upon which to build the network of
customers, but also we are gaining a highly skilled scientific and technical partner that will allow us
to build a solid platform in Australia as a leading force in the rapidly growing global hydrogen
economy.”
-endsFor further information, please contact:
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Released through: Ben Jarvis, Six Degrees Investor Relations, +61 (0) 413 150 448
About Pure Hydrogen Corporation Limited
Pure Hydrogen is an Australian east coast focused Clean Energy Company with Hydrogen, Gas and
mobility businesses including a strategic interest in H2X Global Limited. The Company has 5
Hydrogen projects under development and 3 gas projects, Windorah Gas Project in the Cooper
Basin, Australia’s most prolific onshore producing petroleum basin, Project Venus CSG in the Surat
Basin in Queensland and the Serowe Project CSG in Botswana.
For further details www.purehydrogen.com.au
About CAC-H2 Pte Ltd
CAC-H2 Pte. Ltd. is a Singapore headquartered company which has compiled an advanced team who
lead in the gasification sector primarily in Carbon removal, Renewable fuel, and Green Hydrogen
production. The Group now has 5 projects in Australia for domestic hydrogen production and 3 green
ammonia hubs under development for export to Asia.
For further details https://www.cac-h2.com/
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